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**Abstract:** There has been a growing interest in examining the implementation of insight-era technologies (e.g., AI, social media) and big data for sustainable tourism development. However, actionable guidelines to promote a holistic adaptation and the effective functioning of destination marketing/management organizations (DMOs) in the increasingly data-infused world are still needed. This perspective paper posits a research-based framework that DMOs can use to become more responsive and efficient in their marketing and planning efforts in the current AI-infused world. Four propositions are presented to support DMOs' transition to the insight-era: (a) DMOs' organizational adaptations and workforce development and training, (b) active engagement with destinations’ stakeholders and data sharing, (c) leverage user-generated data and emergent technologies for destination marketing, and (d) DMOs' data-driven decision making.
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**1. Introduction**

The information era (i.e., the digital age) is a socio-economic concept that highlights the fundamental role of information technology, computational processing, and networking computing on firms’ competitiveness [1]. Today’s tourism and hospitality (T&H) organizations have recognized the need to fully utilize heterogeneous data to inform decision-making. Artificial intelligence (AI), the Internet of Things (IoT), and big data have shown the power to transform various industries, a developmental stage known as the insight era. The insight era refers to the era wherein data and analytical models and tools are applied in abundance to derive actionable insights from existing datasets [2]. It brings new opportunities to various organizations in constantly evolving situations.

Destination marketing organizations (DMOs) are teams of tourism professionals in charge of leading and coordinating tourism stakeholders and conducting tourism planning, marketing, and continued monitoring of tourism outcomes within and outside a tourist destination [3]. Recommended practices and roles for DMOs to effectively coordinate tourism efforts have been posited in the literature [3], including leadership, partnership, stakeholder relationships, planning, research, product development, marketing, and visitor management. DMOs have been increasingly impacted by digital technologies and evolving consumer behavior. For example, more and more tourists rely on self-help technologies (e.g., mobile apps) to find crowdsourced information about a destination or places of interest rather than relying on the “official” content created by DMOs. Younger generations have begun to turn away from the traditional marketing models used by DMOs and prefer personalized recommendations offered by other organizations or individuals via digital platforms or mobile devices [4]. Meanwhile, DMOs face crucial changes related to stakeholders’ engagement and sustainability initiatives [5]. These challenges prompt DMOs to rethink their decision-making processes while endeavoring to maintain the intrinsic advantage of human connection from a destination’s perspective [6].
DMOs have increasingly used various digital tools in marketing, such as websites, email, traveler review sites, blogging, and mobile electronic guides. Studies show that DMOs have adopted social media content in their marketing efforts [7,8] and paid increasing attention to developing techniques such as big data analytics to rapidly and efficiently derive insights from user-generated data. However, directions on how to leverage insight-era technologies (e.g., AI-driven analytics and big data) to enhance DMOs’ modus operandi are not offered by seminal destination management frameworks such as UNWTO’s [9] and Morrison’s [3]. To this end, this perspective paper develops a conceptual framework to inform DMOs’ decision-making based on data-driven insights. This article posits and discusses four propositions on how DMOs can strategically adopt emergent insight-era technologies and data analytics over time to achieve excellence.

2. Conceptual Framework

Given the incremental usage of data analytics in the T&H industry [10], we posit a research-based framework that DMOs can use to become more responsive and efficient in their marketing and planning efforts in the increasingly AI-infused world. As shown in Figure 1, our framework begins by suggesting organizational adaptations facilitating AI-mediated operations. Furthermore, it recommends providing new training for DMO staff in key technical and non-technical skills to fully leverage AI-enriched research for destinations’ data exploration and analysis. Our framework highlights the prominence of stakeholder engagement to enable a destination’s data infrastructure and data sharing mechanisms that ensure the flow of ubiquitous data from multiple sources and devices. The dotted line between stakeholder engagement and data exploration indicates the feedback from stakeholders to verify and validate the findings from heterogeneous data sources. A robust and interoperable data sharing infrastructure should be established to integrate data insights into key destination marketing processes. The above procedure in the proposed model will support DMOs in leveraging real-time heterogeneous data to make more proactive and data-informed marketing decisions. Four propositions distilled from the proposed framework are elaborated as follows.

Figure 1. A framework for advancing DMOs’ data-driven decision-making.

3. Propositions

3.1. DMOs’ Organizational Adaptations and Workforce Training

The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the effect of digital technologies on work reorganization (e.g., adjusted job duties and new job roles). AI can play a critical role in enhancing tourism firms’ competitiveness (e.g., financial performance) in the modern economic landscape [11-13]. Studies have identified AI readiness, AI skilled workforce, AI infrastructure, AI innovation, and other AI-related factors crucial for firm competitiveness [14]. DMOs must adapt their organizational structures by considering AI in three key operations: (a) providing personalized information to travelers (e.g., AI-powered...
recommendation systems), (b) conducting AI-driven analytics to better understand visitors’ behavior, and (c) enhancing visitors’ engagement (e.g., through AI-powered voice assistants and chatbots). While typical organizational structures follow a vertical chain of command that is highly centralized, the adoption of AI calls for the decentralization of power towards a more horizontal model, where many independent actors can share information and reach across departments horizontally [15]. This would enable effective and efficient transferring of data and insights throughout the organization.

With digitalization comes the need for a workforce prepared to take on the challenges that AI integration presents. In particular, T&H organizations require a highly skilled workforce with both technical and non-technical skill sets [16]. DMOs should also consider providing training to improve workers’ AI knowledge, resilience, and flexibility in the swiftly changing labor market [17]. In addition, the workforce needs to have advanced communication and critical thinking soft skills to provide consumer- and stakeholder-oriented services. DMO staff need to be well versed in digital tools and be capable of understanding the pros and cons of various AI applications in destination marketing. Given the richness of insights that can be extracted from user-generated data, DMOs need knowledgeable and skilled staff to administer destinations’ massive databases, apply data mining and data scrapping procedures, and integrate data analytics into decision-making processes.

3.2. Active Engagement with Destinations’ Stakeholders and Data Sharing

One of the main advantages that DMOs can leverage in the insight era is their unique relationship with small-to-medium businesses in their destinations [18]. This relationship allows DMOs to operate at the center of smart tourism developments by mobilizing resources, facilitating connections among key stakeholders, and engaging themselves in existing destination governance processes [19]. DMOs should promote partnerships and data-sharing, ensuring that data are freely flowing across the destination ecosystem. DMOs should also lead by leveraging AI tools to link consumers directly with small-to-medium level businesses. This smart tourism ecosystem would allow for stakeholder engagement by identifying relevant stakeholders through insights from data gathered by the DMO. Internally, DMOs can use the tools and information they already have along with emergent AI technologies to increase organizational efficacy and efficiency and fully engage different stakeholders via different platforms and mechanisms.

3.3. Leverage User-Generated-Data for Destination Marketing

Current research reveals that DMOs have used social media to supplement their traditional planning and marketing tools but have yet to fully capitalize on big data to supplement visitors’ research and services [20]. With the abundance of data available to organizations to draw insights from, DMOs should leverage more user-generated data with appropriate ICT tools to gain a better understanding of how visitors and residents perceive the destination’s image, as well as how to better meet their needs. Data such as “likes” on social media posts can be used as predictors of tourism demand, as shown in a study conducted by Önder et al. [21]. Textual data from real-time comments and posts can be mined to gauge tourists’ multi-dimensional sentiments towards the destination and other subjective factors such as perceived quality [22]. Similarly, AI-based deep learning analysis of online travel agencies (OTA) and DMOs’ website photos can aid in understanding destinations’ tourism services and products, compare user-generated images with marketing strategies, and improve tourism services [23]. Geotagged user-generated photos can also be analyzed using machine learning techniques to examine perceptual differences between tourists and residents that converge on the same destination, thus, supporting the improvement of host-guest interactions [24]. Understanding the potential visitors’ desires and using social media data to identify key strengths and weaknesses of a destination across time will help DMOs understand tourists’ perceptions and preferences and adjust strategies accordingly in a timely manner. Similarly, the analysis of hetero-
genuine user-generated data can provide insight for mitigating issues such as diseases, crowding, or other emergent disruptors. Through the collection of user-generated data and AI-based applications, disease spread can be tracked throughout a destination, thus allowing for timely and effective mitigation efforts [25].

Today’s DMOs desire to actively engage visitors throughout their experiences and market various services in various formats [3,26]. The evolving landscape of work has enabled DMOs to accelerate their adoption of insight-era technology and pursue new, data-driven marketing models [6]. Unique insights can be derived from social media and T&H review websites; such outlets also serve as an important channel for delivering marketing messages. Lee et al. [27] demonstrated that a DMO’s social media presence and the richness of information on a DMOs social media page can positively affect visitors’ engagement. Social media marketing also provides low-cost opportunities for DMOs to obtain insight from their residents to promote their quality of life. Various data from sensors are also useful to engage with past, current, and potential future visitors in a more customized fashion than what traditional marketing methods can offer. Similarly, virtual reality (e.g., 3D head mount immersive environments) is becoming a useful tool for providing immersive experiences to attract tourists [28]. For example, 360 º video advertisements of urban destinations that include (a) real-time motion capture of people and objects, (b) compelling imagery of tourism destinations, and (c) a sense of what it feels to be there through a “try-before-you-buy” approach can enhance visitors’ intentions to visit and satisfaction [29].

3.4. The Power of DMO’s Data-Driven Decision-Making

In data-poor environments, managers tend to rely on experience and experts’ opinions for decision-making. However, the adoption and use of data collection and analytics can bring significant changes to firms’ management practices in the private sector [30]. In the public sector, the setting of priorities regarding which social problems to address has traditionally been a complex political process involving multiple stakeholders [31]. These decision-making processes in data-poor environments tend to favor the needs and opinions of well-connected and influential actors. In the realm of tourism management, it is no surprise that the needs and opinions of large and powerful businesses that cater to international tourists have an outsized influence on priorities and decisions that shape destinations [32,33]. Even when DMOs intend to consider the interests of a broad spectrum of stakeholders in a bottom-up approach, there is a strong reliance on a costly and lengthy process of seeking different stakeholders’ opinions through public outreach [3].

The insight era has created a data-rich environment where the availability of platforms gives a variety of stakeholders the ability to express their thoughts and opinions on different topics in tourism. Therefore, DMOs can now mine various sources of data to identify the needs and opinions of residents, tourists, and tourism operators in real-time and combine such data with targeted public outreach activities. The potential for data mining to develop actionable insights has been revealed in recent studies, such as exploiting user-generated data to identify changing sentiments and opinions regarding specific destinations and attractions [34–37].

4. Conclusions and Future Directions

A handful of studies have highlighted the importance of insight-era technologies and big data for sustainable tourism development. Yet, few studies have posited insight-era guidelines or frameworks to promote the adaptation and effective functioning of DMOs in the current data-infused landscape. This paper offers a new perspective by positing key enablers and actionable insights for DMOs to become data-driven organizations. Four practical guidelines are developed in which DMOs may transition from the digital age to the insight era in the development of sustainable and smart destinations.

In addition, we propose guidelines that can be used to leverage insight-era technologies to enhance the DMOs’ roles posited by the UNWTO [9] and Morrison [3]. Innovative
technological implementations could be adopted for different purposes. For instance, DMOs can implement machine learning predictive analytics to track tourism trends and share them with other stakeholders. DMOs could offer visitors digital/audio assistants (e.g., chatbots) for immediate and individualized information and assistance. DMOs’ websites could transition into AI-enhanced booking engines that learn about visitor travel interests, provide personalized recommendations, and establish direct connections with local tourism service providers. Moreover, DMOs could coordinate urban services (e.g., transportation and infrastructure) and leverage real-time sensor networks and mobile apps to better understand tourists’ flows and mitigate the effects of over-tourism.

In summary, the fast-developing insight era provides new opportunities for DMOs to transform their pre-existing comparative advantages into personalized data-driven services for visitors. The adoption of AI technologies would require changes to DMOs’ workforce, organizational structure, workflow, and marketing strategies. DMOs need a well-prepared workforce with strong technical and non-technical skills. In addition, facilitating data-driven decision-making calls for more decentralization in organizational structure and a horizontal flow of data and insights. Traditional marketing methods should work in conjunction with emergent tools and models such as AI-enhanced data analysis to maximize the personal impact of marketing efforts. The proposed framework provides actionable guidelines for DMOs to leverage AI technologies and real-time data and thus attract targeted populations efficiently. Future research should examine DMOs’ needs and efforts to diversify their workforce and support them in developing in-demand skills.
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